
OCW Hackathon: Developing an AI powered Chatbot 
using Arm-based Ampere A1 Compute on OCI

Note: The following instructions are for OCW Hackathon participants. Sign up via the session catalogue. 
Please complete this BEFORE the Hackathon starts. 

Setting up an Instance and Preparing the 
Network 
Sign up for OCI account. You'll receive a confirmation email, click the button in the email, and 
you'll be taken to the second step of the sign-up process.  
This is where you pick your password (Oracle, why only max 40 characters for the password?!), 
select your cloud account name and your home region. Note that you cannot change your home 
region later.  
The form also asks for your address, phone number, and payment verification method. The only 
available option is a credit card. Oracle temporarily charges $1 to verify your card.  
Finally, you'll be able to click the button that creates your cloud account.  

What is an OCI compartment? 
After you've logged in, you'll end up on the OCI dashboard screen, as shown below. 

https://reg.rf.oracle.com/flow/oracle/cloudworld/session-catalog/page/catalog?search=CHA4761
https://signup.cloud.oracle.com/?intcmp=OcomFreeTier&language=en_US


Before we continue creating the free machine, let's explain what compartments are. A 
compartment is a collection of cloud resources like virtual machines, databases, and load 
balancers. Basically, anything you can create and run in OCI. Other cloud vendors have similar 
concepts. Azure, for example, uses resource groups and GCP uses projects.  
By default, each cloud account has a root compartment in which you can create resources. 
However, Oracle suggests creating sub-compartments for better management of resources.  
Where are OCI compartments? 
To get to the compartments page: 

1. Open the navigation menu (top-left).
2. Select the Identity & Security.
3. Click the Compartments link.



On the compartments page, you'll see the list of existing compartments. Existing compartments 
can be renamed, deleted, and tagged. You can also move compartments (i.e., change the 
compartments' parent).  
Note: Moving compartments has implications on the policies set on compartments and their 
parents. Make sure you understand what will happen before you move the compartments. The 
Managing Compartments document explains the implications and how to work with 
compartments in more detail.  
How to create an OCI compartment? 
To create a compartment, click the create compartment button. You can pick a 
name/description and the parent compartment name. In my case, I named my 
compartment blog and chose the root compartment as its parent. Please name your 
compartment whatever you like, e.g., “hackathon.”  Note that it takes a few seconds for the new 
component to show up.  

Create the Free OCI Ampere A1 VM 

First, I’ll create a single instance of the OCI Ampere A1. The instance uses 
the VM.Standard.A1.Flex shape and has 4 OCPUs and 24 GB of memory.  

Per Oracle pricing page, the Oracle CPU (OCPU) unit of measurement provides the CPU capacity 
equivalent of one physical core of a processor.  

https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Identity/Tasks/managingcompartments.htm
https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Identity/Tasks/managingcompartments.htm
https://www.oracle.com/cloud/cloud-classic/pricing.html


Open the navigation menu and select Compute followed by Instances to create the compute 
instance. On the instances page, you may select the same compartment as shown above, from 
the List Scope section.  

Click the Create instance button to open the create page to create a new instance. There are 
multiple sections on the create page. However, we will only change a couple of them.  

First, you can change the randomly generated name to something more user-friendly, for 
example, ai-vm. The following section is the Placement - we can keep the defaults here, but you 
could select a different Availability Domain (AD) and Fault Domains (FD) for the instances. Finally, 
the Always Free-eligible availability domain will be set by default.  

Selecting the Image and Shape 

The next section is called Image and Shape and is where we will select the instance shape 
(instance shape is called “machine type” on GCP and “VM size” on Azure).  

Click Change shape to select a different VM instance shape. Make sure you have chosen the 
virtual machine instance type. You can choose the shape series in the next row. We are looking 
for the Ampere series which contains the ARM-based processors and the shape 
called VM.Standard.A1.Flex (it should be the only shape available in this view)  

Select the VM.Standard.A1.Flex shape and adjust the number of OCPUs to 4, and the amount of 
memory to 24 GB. Click on Select shape to confirm the selection.  

Next, click the Change image button. Here we will select the correct image for the shape. 



Select Partner Image from the dropdown menu. Then in the search box, type "Ampere.” You will 
see the images available for the Ampere A1 shape.   

Check the “PyTorch 1.11.0 – Ampere AI Optimizer – Ubuntu 20.04” box. Check the following box 
to agree to the Terms of Use. Then, click the Select Image button. You will now see the selected 
shape and image.  



  
  
Networking  
  
Under networking, create a new Virtual Cloud Network (VCN). You will later add Ingress Access 
Rules to this VCN.  
  
  

  



Adding SSH keys 

We also want to use the SSH keys to connect to the instance later. You have an option of 
creating a new SSH key pair or uploading/pasting one or more existing public key files.  
If you are generating a new SSH key pair, make sure you click the Save Private Key button to save 
the generated key. Note: The SSH key file’s permission needs to be set to 400.  

Creating the AI instance 

We won't change any other settings, so let's click the Create button to create the instance. 

After a couple of minutes, OCI creates the instance and the status of the instance changes from 
provisioning to running.  
Connecting to the instance 

To connect to the instance, we will use the public IP address of the instance and the SSH key we 
have set up.  

You can get the public IP address from the instances page and then use the ubuntu username to 
SSH to the machine.   



$ ssh -i <SSH key file> ubuntu@xxx.xx.x.xxx.xxx 

Install docker 
Install the docker engine and configure user. 
$ sudo apt install docker.io  
$ sudo usermod -aG docker $USER  
$ exit  
and login back  
Configuring Ingress Rule 

First create an Ingress Rule in Oracle Cloud dashboard/Networking/Virtual Cloud Networks. 
Select the VCN that was created for this instance earlier. Next, click Security List.” Then click Add 
Ingress Rules. Select TCP for IP Protocol. Enter “0.0.0.0/0” for Source CIDR. Enter “All” for both 
source and destination port range. 

mailto:ubuntu@xxx.xx.x.xxx.xxx


  
  
Configuring Firewall  
On the instance, run the following commands on the instance SSH terminal to configure the 
firewall to open up port range 7860-7864/tcp.  
  
sudo apt install firewalld -y  
  
sudo firewall-cmd --zone public --permanent --add-port 7860-7864/tcp  
sudo firewall-cmd --reload  
  
sudo firewall-cmd --zone public --list-ports  

Running The Demo  
  
Please follow the instructions on the Hackathon GitHub repo to run the demo.  

  
 

https://github.com/AmpereComputingAI/ai-hackathon-2022



